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case study

Key pOiNTs

• The reDD+ model employed in this project is 

based on the participatory Forest management 

(pFm) regime, and all villages involved have to 

follow all steps required to undertake pFm. as 

a pilot reDD+ project, communities involved 

are also undertaking carbon monitoring, 

measurement and reporting, and emissions 

reductions will be sold on the voluntary carbon 

market. in this way, revenues from emissions 

reductions are additional to the primary benefits 

obtained from pFm. 

• emissions reductions generated by each village 

are sold through the reDD+ community carbon 

enterprise (cce) established as part of the 

project. The cce model is based on aggregation 

of voluntary emissions reductions from different 

villages, which will then be traded on the voluntary 

carbon market, after being certified and verified 

according to Vcs and ccB standards. The main 

advantage of this approach is that it reduces 

the transaction costs associated with individual 

village’s emission reductions, which would 

make selling emissions reductions unviable and 

thereby prevent individual villages accessing 

carbon market revenues.

• The revenues from the sale of emissions 

reductions through the cce are distributed 

back to individual villages based on emissions 

reductions achieved in forests under their 

control. 

Benefit sharing to make reDD+ 

work for communities and forest 

conservation in Tanzania:  The community 

carbon enterprise (cce) model

This case study shares some 

early experience and lessons from 

one of the pilot reDD+ projects 

in Tanzania “making reDD work 

for communities and forest 

conservation in Tanzania”. The 

project is being implemented by 

the Tanzania Forest conservation 

Group (TFcG) and the community 

Forest conservation Network of 

Tanzania (mJUmiTa) with support 

from the royal Norwegian 

embassy in Dar es salaam as 

part of its bilateral arrangement 

with the government of 

Tanzania on climate change. 

The launch of the TFcG/mJUmiTa 
project in one of the sites called lindi 
rural. in attendance are villagers, 
staff of TFcG/mJUmiTa and some 
local government representatives 
from lindi rural district. 
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maKiNG reDD WOrK FOr cOmmUNiTies 

aND FOresT cONserVaTiON iN 

TaNzaNia 

This project, ‘making reDD+ work for communities and 
forest conservation in Tanzania’ is one of the 10 reDD pilot 
projects in Tanzania. it is being implemented by the Tanzania 
Forest conservation Group (TFcG) and the community Forest 
conservation Network of Tanzania (mJUmiTa).

This is a five-year partnership project launched in september 
2009. it is being implemented in 2 sites of high biodiversity, in 
two different regions, covering a total of 31 villages. One site is in 
lindi region (15 villages) and includes areas of coastal Forest. The 
other site is in Kilosa district in morogoro region (16 villages) and 
includes areas of eastern arc mountain Forest.

The goal of the project is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
from deforestation and degradation in Tanzania in ways that 
provide direct and equitable incentives to rural communities 
to conserve and manage forests sustainably. its purpose is to 
demonstrate at local, national and international levels, a pro-poor 
approach to reducing deforestation and forest degradation by 
generating direct and equitable financial incentives from carbon 
finance sources for communities that are sustainably managing 
or conserving Tanzanian forests at the community level. (see 
more in Box 1 below).

in this regard, this project has four outputs, namely; 
• establishing a community carbon enterprise (cce). This seeks 

to develop and test replicable, equitable and cost-effective 
models for reDD+ revenue distribution at the group or 
community level, on village and government forest land, in ways 
that maximize benefits to communities, forests and the nation.

• reducing deforestation drivers and capacity building. This 
seeks to design and develop replicable, equitable and cost 

effective models for addressing drivers of deforestation and 
forest degradation and to reduce leakage across project 
sites in ways that build capacity of communities and other 
stakeholders and provide additional climate change adaptation 
benefits to participating rural communities.

• project monitoring, evaluation and communication. This 
output seeks to ensure that monitoring, evaluation and 
documentation processes are supported to assess the overall 
impact of the project at the local and national levels and that 
results are communicated. 

• advocacy at the national and international level. This seeks 
to ensure that national and international level advocacy that 
promotes equitable and effective reDD+ benefit sharing 
mechanisms is supported. it particularly seeks to support 
forest managers at the community level.

The cOmmUNiTy carBON eNTerprise 

(cce): The prOJecT’s plaNNeD BeNeFiT 

shariNG mechaNism 

effective fair and equitable sharing of benefits is central to the 
‘making reDD Work for communities and forest conservation 
in Tanzania’ project. To achieve this, the project implementers 
(TFcG and mJUmiTa) have proposed the cce model. The 
arrangements and operations of this model are currently being 
finalized. in general terms, under the cce model, voluntary 
emission reductions from different villages are aggregated 
by TFcG and mJUmiTa and are traded as one entity on the 
international voluntary carbon market after receiving Vcs and 
ccB certification and being verified. One of the main advantages 
of this approach is reduced transaction costs associated with 
individual village’s emission reductions, enabling them to benefit 
from the sale of emissions reductions. This provides an additional 
benefit to villages from pFm.

after carbon credits are sold on the international voluntary 
market each village will receive revenue based on the amount 
of emissions reduced in their forest areas, that have been 
contributed to the cce. revenue distribution within villages 
will be based on individual performance and contribution to 
the project, and outlined in village reDD+ revenue distribution 
by-laws. These by-laws will be established in each participating 
village, and approved by the village assembly.

members of the local theater group that attended 
the launching event to entertain participants

Key pOiNTs cONT’D

• The design of this benefit sharing mechanism provides 

some clear lessons for other reDD+ projects

• The cce model relies on clear information flow 

between the actors and upholding particular values 

for example transparent decision making, honesty, 

accountability and inclusion of different social groups.

• Building on existing good practices to roll out 

community reDD+ projects (for example pFm 

guidelines) is an effective strategy because it builds on 

their existing knowledge and experience.

• implementing safeguards for community reDD+ projects 

in the form of social impact assessment and Free prior 

and informed consent (Fpic) procedures at an early 

stage (project design / implementation) is commendable 

and has broadened community understanding of the 

project and its implications for them.
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To recognize the performance of individuals, each village member 
aged 18 years and above must subscribe to the village project 
register. Their individual performance and contribution to 
activities of avoiding deforestation and forest degradation is then 
monitored and recorded in the register. it is then reported by the 
Village Natural resource committee (VNrc) according to their 
Village land Use management (VlUm) and Village land Forest 
management plan (VlFrmp).

apart from the individual payment arrangements, the cce allows 
for other benefit sharing arrangements to be established at 
the community level, as is deemed appropriate by community 
members. One of these options is that  part of the funds are to 
be used for community development priority needs, within the 
mandate of the village assembly, for example, building a school 
or health centre. The remainder of the revenue is then able to 
be distributed to community members based on their efforts. 
an initial pilot payment is expected to be made in september 
2011 in 4 villages that have successfully completed all necessary 
project requirements under pFm and carbon project guidelines. 
approximately $98 000 per village has been allocated for this 
payment, which is intended to test the proposed benefit sharing 
mechanism.

These funds will be from the project grant, and at the moment 
the size of the payment per participating individual is unclear. 
individual payments will be based on the potential average 
avoided emissions per year, minus the costs involved in pFm, 
intermediary costs of mJUmiTa, the cost of third party validation, 
and registration, certification and brokerage fees.

prOJecT prOGress sO Far maDe

so far the following have been achieved:

• a benefit sharing and cce model design is complete and 
testing is pending. 

• Four community networks have been formed and these will 
be used to test the operation of the cce model.

• reDD+ revenue distribution guidelines has been developed 
for communities. 

• Village land use plans have been developed in six villages.
• Thirteen villages have resolved long-standing boundary 

conflicts.
• Four village forest reserves have been established, 

accompanied by management plans and by-laws.
• Twenty-six villages have developed participatory strategies 

to address deforestation drivers. social impact assessment 

BOx 1: prOJecT sUmmary 

•	 making reDD+ Work for communities and forest conservation in Tanzania seeks to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from 
deforestation and degradation in ways that provide direct and equitable incentives to rural communities to conserve and 
manage forests sustainably.The reDD+ model employed in this project is based on participatory Forest management (pFm) 
mechanisms. This means that all villages involved in this project have to follow all steps required under the pFm regime 
in Tanzania, including developing village land use plans, boundary establishment, conducting participatory forest resource 
assessment and developing forest management and village by-laws. carbon measurement, monitoring and marketing is then 
added as an additional activity of the project.

•	 Fair and equitable sharing of carbon revenues (financial benefits) is central to this project. Benefit sharing is managed through 
the cce model. The cce model is based on aggregation of emissions reductions from different villages, which are then traded 
on the international voluntary carbon market after being verified under Vcs and ccB standards. The main advantage of this 
approach is that it reduces the transaction costs associated with small, individual village’s emission reductions, which would 
inhibit their participation in carbon markets. 

•	 payments to individuals from village carbon revenues are based on performance. For individuals performance is defined as 
the contribution to reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation through participation in addressing various 
drivers of deforestation on their village land.  

•	 an initial average payment of about $98,000 has been allocated for each village once they have a land use plan in place and 
other pFm establishment requirements have been fulfilled. at the moment the project is working to identify the payment 
modalities to communities. Trial payments are to be made in september 2011 to four villages that have effectively fulfilled all 
the necessary requirements. 

•	 The project pays particular attention to potential negative social and environment impacts. social impact assessments 
are conducted prior to project implementation and Free, prior informed consent (Fpic) procedures are also fulfilled. These 
procedures follow the climate, community and Biodiversity alliance (ccBa) standards for reDD+ projects, which ensure that 
potential negative social and environmental harms are minimized. This project is planning to be certified against this standard. 

•	 To ensure sustainability, the project has an environmental education component whereby environmental issues including 
climate change and reDD+ issues are taught in schools.

One of the villagers (lady) painting the tree as part of marking the 
boundaries during forestry boundary establishment process in lindi 
rural.
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and Fpic procedures based on the project experience and a 
review of UN reDD process have been completed. 

• project activities are ongoing in other project sites where 
TFcG has two sites with a total of 32 villages.

acTOrs iN The prOJecT: maKiNG reDD 

WOrK FOr cOmmUNiTies aND FOresT 

cONserVaTiON iN TaNzaNia

many actors are involved in this project and they can be grouped 
into direct and indirect actors. 

Direct actors

The direct actors include the project implementers / project 
owners (the local communities) and technical supporters/service 
providers (TFcG, mJUmiTa, District forest officers).  Technical 
supporters provide all the necessary support in project design, 
development, implementation and marketing / selling of carbon 
credits on behalf of the implementers. The implementers are 
the legal owners of the carbon credits but technical supporters 
facilitate the process of credit creation, marketing and selling. at 
the moment technical supporters (service providers) are funded 
by the grant from the royal Norwegian embassy to provide 
these services, including building relevant and the necessary 
capacities of the project implementers. capacity is built in key 
project management areas such as administration, accounting, 
marketing, monitoring, evaluation, reporting and communications. 

it is expected that in the future, once the project has started 
generating credits and credits have been sold, payment for service 
providers will come from project revenue. in the long term the 
need for service providers and the choice of service provider will 
rest in the hands of the project implementers (local communities). 

inDirect actors

indirect actors include all stakeholders that are involved in the 
in the project in one-way or another. These include the national 
reDD+ task force in Tanzania and its secretariat, the Vice 
president’s office (Division of the environment), carbon buyers, 
the media, project validators and registries and certification. 

implicaTiONs FOr reDD+

a number of lessons can be drawn from this project, although 
it is in its early stages. These lessons will be useful for the roll-
out of these types of projects into other parts of Tanzania, as is 
planned after 2012. They are also useful for other countries, in 
east africa and further afield, looking to design benefit sharing 
schemes for reDD+ that incorporate equitable recognition of 
individuals and communities participating in reDD+ activities, 
and the important role of communities in delivering emissions 
reductions. These include:
• The cce model relies on clear information flow between the 

actors where particular values of transparency, democratic 
decision making and honesty are upheld. For example, 
participation of all community members in the villages is 
expected and all village members are allowed to participate in 
decision making processes regardless of the status.  Democratic 
decision-making, transparency regarding carbon transactions, 
and sharing of revenue at the village level based on individual 
efforts are all principles promoted through the project. 

• aggregation and trading of the emission reductions from 
different villages as one entity reduces transaction costs. 
This can broaden participation especially when there is clarity 
for local community members on how this process works. 
Transparent information flow is  very important from local to 
international levels.

• Building on existing good practices to roll out community-
based reDD+ projects (for example pFm guidelines) is an 
effective strategy. This project has built on Tanzania’s positive 
experiences with pFm in its design and implementation.

• Building safeguards for community-based reDD+ projects in 
the form of social impact assessment and Fpic procedures 
at an early stage (project design / implementation) is 
commendable. in many countries, safeguards for community 
reDD+ projects are non-existent, incoherent or only appear 
as part of donor requirements. 

• service provision, currently supported by a grant from the 
Norwegian Government, is an important part of the project. 
project implementers (local communities) will need this even 
after this grant runs out. Therefore, early attention has to be a portion of the village forest in Kilosa district which is 

another site of the TFcG/mJUmiTa reDD project.

Village members taking measurement on various tree parameters 
as part of forest inventory and carbon assessment in one of the 
villages in lind rural project site.
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paid to secure long –term technical assistance in view of the 
uncertain size of carbon revenues.

• There is the need not to lose sight of the co-benefits of 
reDD+ such as the  provision of fuel wood, medicines and 

catchment functions arising from forest conservation at the 
community level (in addition to the carbon payments). This 
could be done by increased awareness and documentation 
about the non-monetary contribution of forest conservation.

aBOUT The cOllaBOraTiNG iNsTiTUTiONs

the tanzania Forest conservation Group (tFcG)                                
The Tanzania Forest conservation Group (TFcG) has over 

20 years experience in working with issues relating to forest 
conservation in Tanzania.  

Through TFcG’s five programmes: advocacy, participatory 
forest management, environmental education, community 
development and research, TFcG has succeeded in rolling out 
innovative and high-impact solutions to the challenges facing 
Tanzania’s forests and the people that depend on them.

MJuMita
mJUmiTa is a national network of community groups 

involved in participatory forest management. it has been 
operational since 2000 and was officially registered as an 
independent NGO in 2007. it provides a forum for capacity 
building, advocacy and communication for these groups. 
mJUmiTa currently has 80 affiliated local area networks, 
which are made up of Village Natural resource committees 
(VNrc) and environmental User Groups. The local level 
networks are registered legal entities or are in the process 
of being registered.

mJUmiTa’s members are present in 23 districts, 420 
villages and representing around 500 user groups or VNrcs 
involved in participatory forest management countrywide.

For more information about this project, please contact:

executive Director
Tanzania Forest conservation Group
p.O. Box 23410, Dar es salaam, Tanzania
Tel / Fax:  +255 22 2669007
email:  tfcg@tfcg.or.tz, www.tfcg.org
Website:  www.tfcg.org/

executive Director
mtandao wa Jamii wa Usimamizi wa misitu Tanzania (mJUmiTa),
plot No. 323 msasani Village, Old Bagamoyo road,
p.O. Box 21522, Dar-es-salaam - Tanzania.
Tel/Fax:  +255 22 2669007
email:  mjumitaorg@mjumita.org,
Website:  www.mjumita.org 

reFereNces aND resOUrces FOr FUrTher reaDiNG

Official making reDD Work for communities and forest conservation in Tanzania’ 
project website: http://www.tfcg.org/makingreddWork.html

progress summary: making reDD work for communities and forest conservation in Tanzania: summary 
of progress between september 2010 to February 2011, TFcG/mJUmiTa, 2011

TFcG / mJUmiTa reDD project leaflet, TFcG,  2009:  http://www.tfcg.org/pdf/TFcG%20mJUmiTa%20reDD%20project%20leaflet.pdf

aBOUT reDD-NeT

reDD-net is an international knowledge forum for southern civil society organizations through which they can access information about efforts 
to reduce emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation, share their own experiences and help to build pro-poor reDD projects and 
policies. reDD-net is a partnership between centro agrononómico Tropical de investigación y enseñanza (caTie), the Overseas Development 
institute, recOFTc – The center for people and Forests and Uganda coalition for sustainable Development. reDD-net is funded by Norad.

contact David mwayafu at the Uganda coalition for sustainable Development for more information about reDD-net africa (dmwayafu@
ugandacoalition.or.ug ). For more information about the programme contact Kristy Graham at ODi (k.graham@odi.org.uk).


